Abstract. Recent world events in go games between human and artificial intelligence called AlphaGo showed the big advancement in machine learning technologies. While AlphaGo was trained using real world data, AlphaGo Zero was trained using massive random data, and the fact that AlphaGo Zero won AlphaGo completely revealed that diversity and size in training data is important for better performance for the machine learning algorithms, especially in deep learning algorithms of neural networks. On the other hand, artificial neural networks and decision trees are widely accepted machine learning algorithms because of their robustness in errors and comprehensibility respectively. In this paper in order to prove that diversity and size in data are important factors for better performance of machine learning algorithms empirically, the two representative algorithms are used for experiment. A real world data set called breast tissue was chosen, because the data set consists of real numbers that is very good property for artificial random data generation. The result of the experiment proved the fact that the diversity and size of data are very important factors for better performance.
Introduction
AlphaGo and AlphaGo Zero are two successful applications of machine learning algorithms called deep learning of neural network [1] that are based on very two different sources of data. While AlphaGo used the records of sixteen hundred thousand go games for its training, AlphaGo Zero used only the rules of go game and massive random generation of data [2] . It has been reported that AlphaGo Zero defeated AlphaGo with 100:0. Even though the hardware of AlphaGo Zero is slightly better and efficient, the main reason for the winning of AlphaGo Zero against AlphaGo is that the characteristics of data themselves that were used for the training. The supplied data to AlphaGo is real go game data records of sixteen hundred thousand that were played between human go players. But, because the number of intersection in checkerboard of go game is 19 ⅹ19 = 316, the data records cover only small fraction of 361!, even though we might think that the size of data is very large. On the other hand, AlphaGo Zero used massive random data for training, so that it was exposed to more novel data abundantly than AlphaGo. In other words, the spectrum of training data is better. That's the reason why some human expert in go admired the novelty of AlphaGo Zero's moves in go games [3] . When a machine learning algorithm is trained with more diverse values of its training data, the trained model could cover more future unseen cases, so that the performance of the model could become better like AlphaGo Zero's case.
In the application area of machine learning algorithms each problem domain is similar to the problem domain of go game with some difference in the complexity of the problem. One advantageous point to solve the go game problem is that we have the rules of movement so that illegal movement can be checked easily, when we generate random data. But, when we try to apply machine learning algorithms in other domains, there are almost no domains that have such rules to check whether the generated random data can belong to the domain, and this is one of the main reasons that make the data mining task hard.
There are many machine learning algorithms proposed. Among them, neural networks and decision trees can be two most preferred machine learning algorithms in data mining [4] . Neural network based algorithms are relatively stable, because the effect of training data is distributed evenly in the structure of the network so that their performances are affected less by the perturbation of training data than other less stable algorithms like decision trees. One the other hand, because decision tree algorithms try to divide training data decisively in the structure, they are more sensitive to the quality of the data [5] . In this paper we will see how the diversity and size of data could affect the performance of the two different machine learning algorithms experimentally. Because we need more data for our experiment, we'll try to generate the diverse data artificially using a random and linear interpolation method of real data. (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201821004019 CSCC 2018
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In the following section 2 the method used for our experiment will be described, and conclusions will be provided in section 3.
Method and experiment
We need randomness and diversity in training data, so an artificial data generation algorithm like SMOTE [6] could be good for our purpose. SMOTE algorithm was invented as a method of over-sampling for a minority class, because the minority class usually does not have enough training instances for accurate classifiers. Success was reported for several machine learning algorithms including decision trees and rule generation algorithms. SMOTE generates new data instances based on randomization in the linear interpolation of nearest neighbours in existing instances, so the algorithm satisfies our two purposes -novelty by the randomization and increase of training data set size by the new artificial data generation.
Therefore, we apply SMOTE to generate large number of artificial instances for our experiment. But, we apply the algorithm differently. While the original algorithm generates artificial instances of a minority class, we generate new artificial instances for all classes in the data set to get the diversity. For our experiment, a data set called 'Breast Tissue' from UCI machine learning depository [7] is used. The data set was chosen because all of its attributes are continuous attributes so that it's advantageous for the linear interpolation. Breast tissue data has 9 conditional attributes and one decision attribute. The decision attribute has 6 different class values which classify breast tissue. The total number of instances is 106. Table 1 shows the meaning of each attribute. As deep learning neural network and decision tree algorithm, multilayer perceptron (MLP) [8] and C4.5 [9] were used respectively. Table 2 shows the accuracy of the two algorithms for the data set. In the experiment 10 fold cross-validation was used. For MLP epochs of 4000 and the learning rate of 0.3 and the number of hidden layers of 5 were used. Default parameters were applied for C4.5. SMOTE based over-sampling was applied to add more new data for each class. For each class oversampling rate of 200% and 400% are applied with the parameter of 5 nearest neighbours. Table 3 shows the change of the number of data instances for each class after the over-sampling. Table 3 . Th e r esu l t of ov er -sam p l i n g f or al l cl asses Oversampli ng rate car fad mas gla con adi Total  # of  instances   0%  21  15  18  16  14  22  106   200%  63  45  54  48  42  66  318   400%  105 75  90  80  70  110 530   Table 4 shows the trained result for over-sampling rate of 200%. Table 5 shows the trained result for over-sampling rate of 400%. Fig. 1 Th e ch an ge of accu r acy of M LP an d C4 .5 as t h e si ze of t r ai n i n g d at a i n cr eases
As we can see in the graph, when the size of data set is relatively smaller, the accuracy of MLP is better, but, as the data size becomes bigger, the accuracy of decision tree becomes better. This graph reflects the property of the two machine algorithms well. In other words, because decision tree reflects the property of data more frankly than neural networks, the accuracy of decision tree improves better with the increasing data. All in all, based on the two very different and representative machine learning algorithms, we can confirm that fact that more diverse and bigger data could generate more accurate classifiers empirically.
Conclusions
Recent events in go games between human go players and a machine go player called AlphaGo revealed the amazing progress of machine learning technologies. And, moreover, AlphaGo Zero that was developed after AlphaGo showed that diversity and size of data are very important for better performance for the machine learning algorithms especially in deep learning algorithms of neural networks. While AlphaGo used hundreds of thousands records of go games played by human for training, AlhpaGo Zero used massive random moves that were checked by the rules of go game only for training, resulting in total victory against AlphaGo. The random moves supplied more novel training data set to the algorithms, so that it implies the fact that the diversity and size in data are very important in the success of the machine learning algorithms.
Neural networks and decision trees are widely accepted machine learning algorithms because of their robustness in errors and comprehensibility respectively. In order to confirm the diversity and size in data are important factors in the performance of machine learning algorithms experimentally, the two representative algorithms are selected and used. A real world data set called breast tissue which consists of continuous attributes only was used. In order to prepare more diverse data over-sampling algorithm called SMOTE was applied for all classes in the data set. Experiment showed that as the size and diversity of data increase, the accuracy of the machine learning algorithms improves
